
What's new?

Payment by Invoice when ERP is used together with Wallmob*
* Contact our support for enabling this feature. 

We are introducing Invoice payment type in this verion. Invoice payment button can be
found in Payment view altogether with other payment methods. Important to mention,
that Invoice is restricted as a part payment, it has to pay for the whole order. 

When Invoice tender type is used, customer must be added to the bill. But don't worry if
you'll forget to do this, our POS will always remind you to add the customer.



 When customer is added, signature screen will come up so that customer could sign
the bill on the screen. If customer is not happy with a signature and wants to repeat it, it
can be deleted with tapping „trash“  icon below.  After  customer signs the bill,  „Send
invoice“ button should be tapped. 

The delivery receipt including customers signature will be printed and sent to the 
customers email. 



Payments by Invoice tender data will be aggregated in X-report, Z and EOD reports, 
Sales report in our BackOffice. 

Slide left to delete items for the bill

Now, for better user experience, it will be possible to delete the item from the bill by
sliding it to the left. You can either slide the item left to the end and it will be deleted. Or
you can slightly slide item to the left and tap „trash“ icon that appears on the right.



Changes paginated

We have implemented pagination of changes to enable more objects to be handled in
the accounts.

Communication for Wifi Payex terminals 

We have improved terminal  handling and integration of  Payex  terminals  using Wi-fi
connection has been implemented.   

Pre-orders*
* Contact our support for enabling this feature. 

From this version,  it's possible to click and collect orders received from app or web.
When enabled, a running man icon on the sales screen will be present with a number of
not handled pre-orders received. 

When running man icon is pushed, POS flips over to the Pre-orders view. There the list of
pre-orders that awaits handling is presented under „Orders“ tab. And already completed
pre-orders list is presented under „Old orders“ tab. 



In pre-orders view you can see the following information of the order: 

– Register sequence number is shown, if there’s no number, then first 3 chars of
order id are shown. 

– When the order needs to be delivered. If timestamp for delivery time is given, it
will show the time of pick up. If it's not given, then order will be shown as ASAP.

– If order has customer, then customer name will be displayed.

– You will see if the order is a take away or not („To Stay“ or „To Go“);

– When order is expanded, order items are displayed.

The pre-order  can have one of  the five states.  It  will  change state  when the action
button on the right of it is pressed.

States of pre-order:

– New.  A pre-order has just been received by POS. When pre-order is received, a
bell sound is played and number on the running icon man increases.

– In Progress. When action button on the right is pressed, a pre-order is now being
prepared. The activity icon will be rotating. 



– Ready for Pickup. When action button on the right is pressed again, a pre-order
has already been prepared and now is waiting to be collected by the customer.
The green payment icon should be shown.

– Completed. When action button is pressed again, you are now redirected to the
„Payment view“. Order must be finished by paying full price, part of it or nothing
(depending on pre-order transactions information) and receipt must be printed.
When pre-order has been processed by POS as a normal order, it will be shown in
„Old orders“ tab in Pre-orders view, in POS BO Orders list, included in all reports
and End of Days. 



– Cancelled. A pre-order, that hasn't been processed as a normal order yet, can be
cancelled by sliding it to the left. You can either slide the pre-orde left to the end
and it will be deleted. Or you can slightly slide pre-order to the left and tap „trash“
icon that appears on the right. 

You will be asked to provide a cancellation reason wich will  be saved for pre-
order. 

Then this pre-order will also be displayed in „Old orders“ tab. It will be marked

bright red as opposed to green completed pre-orders. 


